NEIGHBOURHOODS OF KRK
Full day tour with lunch and wine tasting, 25th of November 2017
Krk island is one of the largest islands in Croatia and also in the Adriatic. The island is connected to the mainland with a
large arched bridge, being the largest in the world in the time it was built.
At the far end of the island is where our trip begins with a village called Jurandvor. Home of the Baška tablet, probably
the most famous monument of early Croatian literacy, dating from about 1100. Being the oldest known document in
which the Croatian name is written in Croatian language, and moreover, in Croatian Glagolitic Script made even before
the discovery of America. Continuing to the island of Košljun with its Monastery where the monks have been living for
the past 500 years and up to today have preserved the flora and fauna of the island and have established and
preserved archaeological, ethnographic and natural history collection they are proud to share with the visitors. Leaving
Košljun island, the drive along olive groves and vineyards on the island will be a good introduction to the town of Vrbnik
known for one of the best Croatian wines called “Vrbnička Žlahtina”. But first you’ll have a chance to see this
picturesque small town on a cliff overlooking the sea, giving you a magnificent view of the Velebit mountain range. Last
but not least you will have the chance to enjoy wine tasting of the famous Žlahtina with island cheese and ham,
followed by a typical lunch with specialties of the island.
Administrative and cultural center of the island is the town of Krk. A stroll through the city reveals its rich history dating
back to Roman times and leads you towards the central square and the Cathedral of St . Mary’s Assumption. The city
had also preserved many medieval fortifications, including Frankopan Castle and part of the city walls built during the
five centuries when the Republic of Venice ruled the city. After a short break and free time to enjoy the beauty of the
landscape and the city of Krk, we continue back to mainland stopping one more time to visit the remains of the ancient
town and early Christian complex in the bay of Sepen by Omišalj dating from the I. century A.D.

Price per person for:
 Minimum 6 persons – 105,00 €




Minimum 15 persons- 70,00 €
Minumum 30 persons – 51,00€

Price includes:
 bus transfer
 guide
 boat ride to Košljun
 entrance fees
 lunch and wine tasting

Applications on the email: corporate@medadria.com
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